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Abstract 
We introduce a new operation between words and languages, called distributed catenation. 
The distributed catenation is a natural extension of the well-known catenation operation. As 
for partial shuffle operation the introduction of this operation is motivated by the theory of 
concurrency. At the same time the distributed catenation is a powerful operation. For instance, 
any Turing machine can be simulated by a pushdown automaton that uses distributed catenation 
for the pushdown memory. 
1. Preliminaries 
In [3] partial shufle has been introduced as a new operation on sets of words, 
based on the normal shuffle operation. Here we introduce another new operation on 
words, distributed catenation, similar to partial shuffle, but based on normal catenation. 
This operation between words, extended to sets of words, is situated between normal 
catenation and partial shuffle. It also defines a special parallel composition of concurrent 
processes. Each process is supposed to be a finite sequence of atomic actions and, 
moreover, the atomic actions are divided into two disjoint sets. The method to compose 
the processes is to catenate blocks consisting of atomic actions from the same category 
keeping the initial order in which they appear in the input processes. For instance, if 
two users of a main computer send in parallel e-mail messages to two countries A and 
B, then the main computer will collect the messages to the destination A and send them 
at once, after that it will collect the messages to B and send them at once, after that 
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the messages to A are collected and send and so on. Note that at the main computer 
messages are collected by destination (with order of the sources) until messages with 
another destination arrive. 
The distributed catenation can also be used to perform parallel composition of pro- 
cesses that contain critical (tight) sections. A critical section is a part of a process 
which must not be executed concurrently with a critical section of another process. 
More precisely, once one process has entered its critical section, any other process 
may not enter any other action until the first process exits its critical section. Mutual 
exclusion is said to be applied between critical sections and any other sections. 
We start by introducing the basic definitions of distributed catenation and considering 
the basic properties of this operation. 
Let C be an alphabet. The empty word is denoted by 2, the set of all nonempty 
words over C by Cf , and the set of all words over C by C* = C+ U {A}. 
For general results concerning the theory of formal languages the reader may consult 
the monograph [4]. 
Let C be an alphabet, A&C and rcZ such that Z=TUA and rnA=0. Note 
that r or A can be empty. 
Notations. For A C C, let MO = r* and Mk+t = r*(A+T+)kA+T* u {l},k>O. 
Remark 1. Note that UkaO Mk = C*, if i # j, then Mi nMj = {A} and for any w E c’, 
there exists a unique k, k 20, such that w E I&. 
Definition 2. Let w be in C+. The A-degree of w is degd(w) = k, where w E I&. By 
definition, deg, (1) = 0. 
Comment. Note that for any word w E C*, degd(w) has a unique value (see Remark 1). 
Any w E C* can be represented in the following canonical decomposition with 
respect to A, or in short, canonical decomposition, if A is clear from the context: 
w = uozirut . . .Ukuk with uo,ukEr*, UiEr+, i=l,..., k-l and UjEA’, j=l,..., k. 
For any w E C* the canonical decomposition with respect to A is unique. 
The distributed A-catenation operation, or shortly the A-catenation is defined for 
arbitrary words from C* and it is denoted by 04. 
Definition 3. Let X, y be words in Cf such that deg,(n)=n and degA(y)=m. As- 
sume thatx=ucurut . . . v,e(,, y = U$J{U~ . . . v$& are the canonical decompositions with 
respect to A of x and y, respectively. The distributed A catenation of x with y is 
@04><w: ><w: >. . (Vnv~)(unu~)v~+lU~+l . . . vLu:, if n<m, 
xoAy= 
<uo~;>w: ><wu; >. . * (v,v#4,u~)u,+Iu,+1 . . . Qp, otherwise. 
By definition, x 04 A = ;1 04 x =x. 
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Note that for the special cases A = ld and A = C we get the catenation, x 0~ y = xy. 
Lemma 4. For any C and A C C the operation 0, is associative, and the triple 
J&A =(c*,Od,A) is a monoid. 
Proof. First, observe that 2 is the unit element. It remains to show that 0~ is an associa- 
tive operation on C*. Let x, y,z be in C+ with degA(x) = i, deg,( y) = j and degA(Z) = k. 
Assume that x, y,z have the canonical decompositions: x = uoviut . . viui, y = u~v~u~ 
. . . +;, z = u;qq.. . v;u;. 
Observe that 
. (1) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) 
(% % )v,+,u,+1 . . . vt % 
=x OA (y OA Z), 
where s = min(i, j, k), r = min({ i, j, k} - {s}), t = max(i, j, k) and, moreover, 
l if i <j <k, then z&i) = vi, ~4~’ = ub, v$?’ = vc, uf’ = uy, else 
l if i <k <j, then v~) = vi, u!’ = ui, vr’ = vi, u$?’ = u& else 
l if j<i<k, then 
l if j<k<i, then v~‘=v~,zQ, 
l if k<i<j, then v~)=v~,u~)=u~,v~ 
l if k<j<i, then v~‘=v~,~~‘=u~,v~‘=v4,uq (2)= uq, where p =s + 1 . r and 1 . 3 
q = s + 1,. . . , t. It follows that 0~ is an associative operation. 
Remark 5. Note that for any x, y E C* : deg,(x 0~ y) = max({degA(x), deg,( y)}). 
The operation 0~ is extended to P(C* ) by 
Definition 6. Let A, B be subsets of C*. The distributed A-catenation or, in short, 
A-catenation of A with B, is by definition: A 0~ B = UxEA,yEB~ oA,k y. Moreover, 
A-catenation closure of A is A”d = Uiao A(’ where A( = {n} and A(‘+’ Id = A 0~ A(‘)“. 
Lemma 7. (i) For any alphabet C andfor any A C C, the quintuple yh = (<Y(C*), U,@ 
OA, {A}) is a semiring. 
(ii) For any A C C*,A”A is the submonoid generated by A in the monoid J& = 
(c*,“A,l*). 
2. Distributed catenation and Chomsky hierarchy. A characterization of recursively 
enumerable languages 
Let REG, CF, CS, RE denote the classes of regular, context-free, context-sensitive 
and recursively enumerable languages, respectively. 
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Theorem 8. (i) REG and CF are not closed under distributed catenation closure. 
(ii) CF is not closed under distributed catenation. 
Proof. (i) Let C= {a, b,c} and A = {b}. Then L= {abc} E REG, but 
LoA = {anbncn 1  20) 4 CF. 
(ii) Let C = {a, b, c,d} and A = {b,d}. Then Ll= {a”bm 1 m>O} and L2 = {c”d” 1 
n>O} are in CF, but Lt 04 L2={amc”bmdn Im,n>l} @ CF. q 
Theorem 9. REG is closed under distributed catenation. 
Proof. Assume that Li E REG are accepted by some deterministic finite automata 
Ai = (Qi, Z, 6i, q&, &), i = 1,2. We will define a nondeterministic finite automaton A = 
(Q, C, 6, Qo, F) such that L(A) = L 1 od Lz. Define Q=Qt xQ2 x {1,2,3,4} x {1,2}, 
Q,J = {(q&q& 1, l)}, F=Fl x fi x {1,2,4} x {1,2}. An element of Q will be denoted 
by [p,q,i,j] instead of (p,q, i,j). The transition function 6 is defined as follows: 
~([p,q,1,1l,a)={[61(p,a),q,1,1l,[p,~2(q,a),1,21}, VaEr, 
~([p,q,1,1l,b)={[~1(p,b),q,2,11), V’bEA, 
~~~P,q,~,~l,~~={~~l~P,~~,q,~~~l~~P,~2~~,~~,~,~1}, V’cEC, 
O,q, L21,a) = {b,bz(q,a), LA), va E r, 
~([p,q,1,2l,b)={[~1(~,b),q,2,1l,[~~(~,b),q,4,11,[~,~2(~,b),4,21~, ‘dbE4 
~([~,q,2,1l,b)=~[~1(~,b),~,2,11,[~,~2(~,b),2,21~, V’bEA, 
6([p,q,2,2l,b)={[p,62(q,b),2,21), V’bEA, 
~([p,q,2,2l,a)={[~~(~,a),q,3,11,[~1(~,a),q,4,11,[~,~2(q,a),4,21}, VaEr, 
~([p,q,3,1l,a)={[61(p,a),q,3,1l,[p,~2(q,a),3,21}, VaEr, 
6([p,q,3,2l,a)={[p,62(q,a),3,21), VaEr, 
~([p,q,3,2l,b)={[~1(~,b),q,2,11,[~1(~,b),q,4,11,[~,~2(q,b),4,21~, V’bEA, 
~([P,q,4,1l,c)={[~1(P,c),q,4,11}, vc’c.L 
~~~P,q,~,~l,~)={[p,~2~q,~~,~,~l}, vc’cz. 
Here the states [p, q, i, j] simulate the automaton Aj. States with i = 1 check the initial 
segment u&, states with i = 2,3, the middle segment qv&~u{ . . . vkv;, and states with 
i = 4, the final segments ukuk, ukubvk+l . . . II,&,, or u~u;v~+t . . . I$&,, of a word w 0~ w’, 
taking also care of the possibilities w = 2 and w’ = il. Then it is easy to observe that 
L(A) =Lt OA ~52. 0 
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Theorem 10. If R E REG and L E CF, then R 0~ L E CF and L 0~ R E CF. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 9, except that one automaton is 
a pushdown automaton. Hence, one component must simulate the behaviour of a push- 
down automaton. Thus, the resulting pushdown automaton uses its finite control to 
simulate the finite deterministic automaton that accepts the language R. q 
Theorem 11. CS and RE are closed under distributed catenation. 
Proof. Let L1, L2 be in CS. There are LBA’s Mi, i = 1,2, such that L(Mi) = Li, i = 1,2. 
Define a LBA M guessing for an input w if there are scattered subwords U,U of w 
with w = u 0~ v, and then checking by MI, I& if u EL,, v E Lz. 
A similar argument can be used for the class RE. 0 
The main result of the remainder part of this section is that a language L is recur- 
sively enumerable if and only if it is accepted by a pushdown automaton which uses 
distributed catenation on its pushdown memory. 
Definition 12. A A-distributed pushdown automaton (A-PDA) is an ordered system 
A = (Q, C, 0, A, 6, qo, B, F) such that A’ = (Q, I,@, 6, qo, B, F) is a pushdown automaton 
and AC@. 
The direct transitions in A are defined as follows: (p,aw,zy) +A (q, w, CY 0~ 7) iff 
(q,cr)E&p,a,z), where p,qEQ, ccECU{i}, WEC*, ZE@, and rx,yEO*. 
The language accepted by A is L(A) = {w E C* I3qf E F 3y E @* : (qo,w,B):A 
(4/>k’/)l. 
Note that a A-PDA A is exactly like a classical pushdown automaton, except that 
it uses A-distributed catenation instead of the classical catenation for storing words on 
the pushdown memory. This increases the power of a pushdown automaton as can be 
seen in the next theorem. 
Theorem 13. Let L be a language. L E RE if and only if L is accepted by some 
A-PDA. 
Proof. (a) If L is accepted by some A-PDA A, then it is obvious that there exists an 
one tape Turing machine A4 accepting L. M just simulates on its tape the behaviour 
of A according to the operation 0~. 
(b) Let L be the language accepted by some deterministic one tape Turing machine 
M = (Q, C, qo, qf, S) with the blank symbol B E C. Define a A-PDA A = (Q’, C U {#}, 0, 
A, 8, q&B, F) with 
Q’ = {q;,q:,qol,qod u {d’,q,1,qn>mlq E Q) 
u {WC [+I> [#I, WI I q E QG E C), 
F={qy}, @=CU{#}U~U{if} and A =cU{#}. 
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A configuration By, . . . ylqxl . ’ ’ xk of M is represented in A as (q”, A, Bxk . . . x2[x1 q] 
E.. 
-- 
. ymB). The initial configuration Bxl . . . xkB of M is achieved from the initial 
configuration (q&x, . . .xk,B) of A by the transitions 
&q;, A,@ = {(q;,m), (qoz, [Bqol%) @&4J3 = {(401, [Wol)), 
h(qo1, Y, k?ol) = ~(4017Yk!ol)~ 4qo1, Y,X) = I(401 9 YX)), 
~(qol,~,[~qol)=((qo2,B[~qol)} &qol, 2,x)= {(qoz>Bx)), 
&qoz,k Pqol) = ((qo2,BPqol)) &qoz,W= {(qo2JW(q&BB)). 
This causes 
- * 
(&xl . ..Xk.B) T (q~,l,Bsxk...xz[x,qo]~), 
(q;,x,,$ : (q~J,B%tqol~), 
(q&4% : (q:, UWqol~) 
for the initial configurations Bqoxl . . . X& BqoxlB, and BqoB of M, respectively, and 
with r, s 9 1 just representing enough working space for M. 
A transition of A4 with right move: By,,, . . ylpax, . . .XkB 5~ By, . . . ylbqx, . . . xkB, 
where some of the xi, Yj at the ends may be equal to B, is simulated by A in the fol- 
lowing way: 
(p”,i,BXk.. .X,[aP]jji.. .Kp) 2 (q”, il,BXk.. . [X,&i.. .y,z). 
This is achieved by the transitions 
&P”,k) = {(411,W), 6(qll,I,x)={(qll,3fx)}, 
&qll>J+ [xPI) = {([qb~l~~)~~ ~~WW~) = {U@Rl,~)}, 
%[qbRl, 4 H = {(WI, 611, 
mqm 09 = {@mu A>), wm, 1, #I = {(km J>)v 
mqa, Ax> = ~(912~~~Wl% &q12,h) = {(q123W 
S(q12, m = I(q12, A>), &q12,A7,) = {(q&%9), 
%13&G= {(q13,n)), %3, AT) = {(q13,~#7)), 
S(q13, A#) = i(q13, A)), &q13,J,x) = {(4”,x)). 
A transition of M with left move: By,,, + . . ylpax, . ’ .XkB -~SM By,,, . . . yzqy, bxl . . . XkB 
is simulated by A in the following way: 
(p”, 2, Bxk . . . xl [ap]x. . . L;;;B) : (q”,1,BXk...xlb[yl]Yz...Ym~). 
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In this case the transitions of A are the same as for the right move, except that 
[qbR], [qR] are replaced by [qbL], [qL] and the transitions from [qbR] to [qR] and 
from [qR] to q12 are changed into 
wq~~l~~~Y)= mmhm~ and &WI, A bql> = {(q~2,#bql)l. 
Now it is obvious that A arrives at q;! if and only if M arrives at qf. 0 
3. Rational and algebraic languages with respect to distributed catenation 
Note that the semiring &$ is an w-complete semiring, i.e. any increasing sequence 
(A,),>0 of elements has the supremum in the corresponding semiring. Moreover, the 
above semiring has a first element, the empty set 0. 
Definition 14. Let A ES, A# 8. The A-degree of A is: deg,(A) =max({deg,(x) j 
x E A}), if the maximum exists, and degd(A) = CQ otherwise. By definition, degd(0) = 0. 
Note that the following facts hold: deg,(A U B) = max{degd(A), degd(B)}, 
deg,(A 0~ B) = max{degd(A),degd(B)} and degd(AQ) = degd(A). 
Remark 15. Let A,B be nonempty subsets of C* with degd(A) <co, deg,(B) < 03. The 
A-degree of the solution X, of the equation X = A 0~ X U B is 
desk%) = max((degd(A),deg,(B)}). 
(Observe that X0 = Aod od B and that degA(Aad) = deg,(A).) 
Let X = {Xl,. . . ,X,} be a set of variables such that X n C = 0. 
In the sequel we will consider properties of languages defined in an analogous way 
to the classical rational and algebraic languages, but with the operation 0~. 
Definition 16. A language L is A-algebraic over C if and only if L is the component 
of the solution of a system of equations over 9~. 
Notations. Alg - dc(C, A) = {L 1 L is A-algebraic over C}, 
AZg - de(C) = U AZg - dc(C, A) and AZg - dc = {L 1 X,L E AZg - de(C)}. 
ACZ 
Definition 17. The family of A-rational languages over Y$J, denoted Rat - dc(E, A), 
is the smallest family of languages over 2 that contains all finite languages over C 
and it is closed under union, A-catenation and A-catenation closure. 
Notations. 
Rat - de(C) = U Rat - dc(C, A) and Rat - dc = {L I&Y, L E Rat - de(C)}. 
A&Z 
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As in the general theory of semirings, see [ 1,2], we obtain 
Lemma 18. Let L E Rat - de with L C C*. Then there exist A c C and n(L)>0 such 
that, for any w E L with IwI an(L), there exist x, y,z E C* such that 
(i) w=xod yodz. 
(ii) O<]y] <n(L). 
(iii) {x} 0~ {y}” 0~ {Z} CL. 
Concerning the set of Parikh vectors of L E AZg - dc, it follows: 
Lemma 19. Let L E Alg-dc. Then the set z(L) of Parikh vectors of L is a semilinear 
set. Consequently, the set of lengths v(L) = {[WI 1 w EL} is a semilinear set. 
Proof. Note that x 0~ y and xy yield the same Parikh vectors. Hence the assertion is 
true. 0 
Remark 20. Assume that E = (4 = pi(X) 1 i = 1,. . . , n} is a rational system of equa- 
tions over Yr,A. We can extend Remark 15 for the components of the solution of E, 
i.e., 
(i) for any Xi, i = 1,. . . ,n, component of the solution of E: deg,(&) <03, and, 
moreover 
(ii) degA(X) < max({degA(a) I CI coefficient in E}) for any Xi, i = 1,. . . , n, component 
of the solution of E. 
As a consequence for the special cases A = 8 and A = C, i.e. x 0, y =xy, we obtain: 
Lemma 21. REG c Rat - dc, CF c Alg - dc, Alg - dc c CS and all the inclusions are 
strict. 
Proof. REG c Rat - dc and CF C Alg - de are consequences of Remark 20. Assume 
that Z = {a, b,c} and A = {b}. Then L = {abc}“d = {a”b”c” I n 20}, thus L E Rat - dc 
and hence L E Alg - dc. On the other hand, L 6 REG and L #CF. 
Concerning the third inclusion, observe that for any L E Alg - de, i.e. L component 
of the minimal solution of an algebraic system of equations, it is easy to construct a 
LBA, verifying for any input w if w EL. Here we must point out that the system can 
be considered without coefficients 1 and thus, in Kleene’s iterations the length of the 
words it is strictly increasing. Therefore, Alg - dc C CS. 
Now consider the language 
L = {anbn2 I II > 0). 
Obviously, L E CS, but note that v(L) = {[WI w EL} is not a semilinear set. Thus, by 
Lemma 19, L 6 AZg - dc, hence the inclusion is strict. 0 
Lemma 22. The classes Rat - de and CF are incomparable. 
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Proof. (i) Consider C = {q&c}, A = {b}, and L = {abc}“d = {a”b”c” 1 n >O}. Obvi- 
ously, L f Rat - dc but L $4 CF. Hence Rat - de $Z CF. 
(ii) Now consider the language L = {a”b” 1 n >O}*. Obviously, L E CF. Note that 
L $T! REG. Thus A = 8 and A = {a,b} are impossible. If A = {u} or A = {b}, 
then degd(L) = cc and thus, by Remark 20(i), f. cannot be in Rut - dc. Hence, 
CFgRat-dc. 0 
Observe that Rut - dc is a strict subclass of Aig - dc, since CF C A/g - dc. 
In the following we consider closure properties of the class Rut - dc. 
Theorem 23. Rut-de is an anti-AFL, i.e. it is not closed under any of the following 
six operations: union, catenation, Kleene star, intersection with regular lunguuges, 
morphism and inverse morphism. 
Proof. Nonclosure under union: Assume that C = {a, b} and A = {b}. The language 
L,={u”b”In>O} is in Rat - dc since L1 = (ub)04. The language L2 = {ab}* is in 
REG c Rut - dc. 
Now assume L = L1 U L2 E Rut - dc. If A = @ or A = .Z = {a, b} then necessarily 
L E REG, a contradiction. If A = {u} or A = {b} then degA(L) = m, also a contradic- 
tion. Hence L @‘Rat - dc. 
Nonclosure under catenation: Consider again the above languages L1 and Lz. Then 
deg,(LI . L2) = m since degd(L2) = 00, and therefore L1 . LZ @Rat - dc. 
Nonclosure under Kleene star, *: Consider L1 as above. Assume LT E Rut - de. 
If A = 8 or A = {a, b} then LT E REG, a contradiction. If A = {u} or A = (b}, then 
degd(Lr) = 00, also a contradiction. Thus Ly 6 Rat - dc. 
Nonclosure under intersection with regular languages: Assume that C = {a, 6, c}, 
A = {c} and consider the language L = ({a, b}c{u.b})‘~. Note that L = {uciu 1 u, v E 
{a, b}*, IuI = Iv1 = i>O}. Let R be the regular language R = u+b+c+b+u+ and consider 
the language L’ = L f~ R. Observe that L’ = {u’bjc’+jbJ’uq 1 i+j = pfq, i, j, p, q 3 I}. We 
will prove that L’ is not in Rut -dc. Since L’ is not a regular language we conclude that 
A # 8 and A # .Z. It remains to consider the situations when A consists of only one let- 
ter from C and the situations when A contains two letters from C. Assume that A = {c} 
and observe that there are infinitely many words of the form wi = u’bc” bu’. Suppose 
that L’ E Rat - dc and use Lemma 18. Let n(L’) be the constant from Lemma 18. For 
i > n(L’), the word wi has the length greater than n(L’) and hence Wi must satisfy the 
conditions (i)-(iii) from Lemma lg. Assume that wi =x 0~ y 0~ z with O< lyl <n(L’) 
and such that xo, yod adz CL’. Note that y cannot contain b since in this case xodz 6 L’. 
The only promising choice for y is y = ukckuk for some 1 <k <i. In this case we obtain 
wi = &-k 0, (ukckuk) 0, bci+l-kur-k. Observe that n 0~ yc2jd oAz=a i+kbCi+l+ku2kbul-k 
that is not in L’. Hence, this choice of A is not possible. The cases A = {u} and 
A = {b} lead in a similar way to a contradiction. 
Assume now that A = {b, c} and observe that in this case the words wi are not 
suitable to obtain a contradiction. Instead, we consider words Vi = ubjcj+‘bju. Use 
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again Lemma 18. Note that y cannot contain the letter a since in this case x 04 z is 
not in L’. If y is a nonempty subword of bjcj+‘bj, then the word x 04 yc2jd 0~ z cannot 
be in L’. 
The cases A = {a, b} and A = {a, c} are leading to contradictions in the same way. 
_ Nonclosure under morphism: Consider again L1 and h : C--f C*, h(a) = ab and h(b) 
= ba. Assume that h(L) E Rut - dc. If A = 0 or A = {a, b} then h(L) E REG, a con- 
tradiction. If A = {u} or A = {b} then deg,(h(L)) = CCJ, again a contradiction. Thus, 
h(L) #Rat - de. 
- Nonclosure under inverse morphism: Consider C = {a, b, c}, and the morphism h : C + 
C*, defined by h(u) = a, h(b) = b, and h(c) = 1. 
Let L1 be as above. Since L= hh’(L1) $! REG, the cases A = 0 and A = C are 
impossible. For A G C with A # 0 or A # Z it follows that deg,(L) = 00 since 
Lo = {(acr(bc)n 1 n 20) g L and deg,(Lo) = 03. Therefore L +J Rat - dc. q 
Theorem 24. Rat - dc is not closed under any of the following operations: comple- 
mentation, intersection, distributed catenation and distributed catenation closure. 
Proof. Consider again the language L = {a”b” 1 n 20). Assume z= C* -L E Rat - dc. 
If A=0 or A = {a, b} then z@REG, a contradiction. If A= {u} or A = {b), then 
deg,(L) = 00, again a contradiction. Thus z 6 Rat - dc. Rat - dc is not closed under 
intersection since it is not closed under intersection with regular languages. Moreover, 
note that catenation and Kleene star are just special cases of distributed catenation 
and distributed catenation closure, respectively. Hence, the proof follows from 
Theorem 23. q 
Concerning closure properties of the classes Rat - dc(C, A) we have the following 
results: 
Theorem 25. In general, a class Rat - dc(C, A) is not closed at any of the following 
operations: catenation, Kleene star, morphism, inverse morphism, intersection with 
regular languages, complementation, i tersection. 
Proof. We start by proving the nonclosure under catenation. Assume that C = {a, b}, 
A = {a}, and let L be the language L = {a”b” 1 nZ0). Clearly, L = {ab}“” E Rut - 
dc(C, A). Consider the language L’ = L 0~ L = {umbma”b” IO <m, n}. Assuming that 
L’ E Rut - dc(Z, A), then, by Lemma 18 there exists n(L’) such that abakbk EL’ for 
k >n(L’) can be decomposed into abakbk = u 0~ v 0~ w with 0~ [VI <n(L’), such that 
u OA rod 04 w C L’. Now, observe that the words abakbk with k >n(L’) cannot be de- 
composed in the form u 0~ v 0~ w with O< Iv1 <n(L’). Hence L’ $T! Rat - dc(C, A). 
All the other nonclosure properties mentioned in Theorem 25 follow from the proofs 
of Theorem 23 and Theorem 24. q 
Remark 26. Observe that there are no Z and A c C such that the class Rat - dc(C, A) 
is an anti-AFL. The argument is that all classes Rat - dc(C, A) are closed under union. 
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Also, note that in some special cases, (for instance when A = 0) a class Rat-dc(C, A) is 
closed at some of the operations from Theorem 25, like for instance under: catenation, 
Kleene star, intersection with regular languages, complementation, intersection. 
Finally, we show some (un)decidability properties of Rat - dc. 
Theorem 27. The membership problem, the emptiness problem, and the infinity prob- 
lem for Rat - de are decidable. 
Proof. This can be seen immediately from the finite representation of L E Rat - dc by 
U, oh, and 03. 0 
Theorem 28. For Ll,Lz E Rat - de the following problems are undecidable: 
(1) L1 nL2 =0? 
(2) IL, nL21 = KY? 
Proof. (1) Let PCP(a, fi) be an instance of the Post Correspondence Problem with 
a=(a1,..., a,),/?=(/?i,...,/?,,) and {ccj,pi~l~i~n}c{a,b}+. Define C={a,b,c}, 
A = {c}, consider the finite set 
K, = {ba’cai 1 Ei in U, 1 <i<n}. 
and let L, = K, 0, K,“. 
Note that LI E Rat - dc and, moreover, 
f,i ={bai’boi’b-.-bai’crai,CI~Z...Clr, lral}. 
Analogously, L2 = Kp 0~ K;;” E Rat - dc, and 
L2 = { baj’ baj’b . . ’ babcs~j, /3jz . . . /lj, 1 s 3 1). 
Note that Li nLz # 0 if and only if PCP(rx, /3) has a solution, showing that the 
problem is undecidable. 
(2) Similarly to the case (1) it follows that IL1 n LzI = co if and only if PCP(c(, b) 
has a solution, showing that this problem is undecidable too. 0 
Comment. Note that the above problems are decidable for the classical family of 
rational (regular) languages. 
4. Conclusions 
Let C be an alphabet and let A be a subset of C. Consider the notations from 
Remark 1 and let k be a nonnegative integer. Define the quintuples &.k = (p(Mk), U, OA, 
0, {A}) and %A,k = (g(Hk), U,fJ, oA, {A}) where Hk = UiGkMi. It is easy to see that for 
all kB0, both 8A,k and && are o-complete semirings with first element and that &$A& 
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is a subsemiring of %?,k. Moreover, for all kg0 8A,k and %A,k are subsemirings of 
g. Properties and interrelations between these semirings as well as properties of their 
rational and algebraic languages are topics for further research. 
There are also other problems concerning the distributed catenation operation, that 
have not been studied in this paper, as for instance: grammars and automata for lan- 
guages in Rat - dc and Alg-dc, pumping lemmata for languages in Alg-dc, syntactic 
monoids, etc. 
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